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OPTION A - FOUNTAIN:

The Fountain concept was inspired by Miami’s world renowned status as the center of the Americas.  Miami has been 
influenced in its development and growth by various regions throughout the United States, the Carribean, as well as 
Central and South America due to its position as the Gateway City.  In 1930, Pan American Airways established Miami as 
its worldwide headquarters with its terminal at the current City Hall, and provided the initial links that opened up the 
potential of Miami’s waterfront to all of the Americas. The Fountain’s design symbolizes these influences similar to an 
“airline map” depicting the curved travel paths to and from the central city of Miami.   

The Fountain was aptly named to signify Miami’s connection to the water that began several thousand years ago with the 
Tequesta Indians and continues to this day with the tens of millions of visitors that make Miami their warm weather 
destination for the sun, beach, cruises, vibrant nightlife, and culture. The bridge is designed using contextual metaphors 
drawn from the region’s tropical and urban environments. The overall vision for this signature bridge is to emphasize the 
essence of Miami as a center for the Arts, with this structure as its nexus, making it a focal point of civic life for all 
Miamians, and what will become the heart of Miami for our children and grand-children.  

The Fountain Bridge also provides vast open spaces below the bridge allowing for the development of our proposed 
Heritage Walk. Heritage Walk memorializes Miami’s history including the original Tequesta Indian inhabitants, Julia Tuttle 
and Henry Flagler, the original African American settlers to Overtown, the Cuban immigration, and Miami’s status as a 
global city with limitless potential through culture, art, and bold imagery.

The concept of an abstract fountain and its arching forms is symbolic of the area’s culture as people from across the 
Americas come together as one. The connections created both in form and function with this structure will facilitate the full 
integration of neighbors from all directions, meeting in the central plaza, as the physical and psychological barriers 
dividing the surrounding environment are torn down and replaced with a vision based on unification. 

The fountain concept is developed in height and scale to transition this destination place from the high rises to the south 
and the Performing Arts Center to the north.  Fountains in plazas are used as urban catalysts varying in scale in civic 
centers around the world. The concept of creating a public gathering space around this symbolic fountain gives greater 
emphasis to this location by using its structure as an urban pivot, and creating a visual destination from multiple view 
points: cruise ships arriving to Miami and docked at PortMiami, airplanes arching to the world overhead, vehicular traffic 
on the north/south and east/west axis of the bridge decks, and bicyclists and pedestrians from under the Viaduct.

The Archer Western - de Moya Joint Venture would be proud to construct this truly one of a kind iconic structure.  
Walsh/Archer Western, founded in 1898, remains family owned as the largest bridge builder in the United States.  The de 
Moya family history in Miami dates back to 1930 with A.J. de Moya’s two great grandfathers – one working along Henry 
Flagler’s railroad in Perrine and the other working as a Pan Am pilot providing the opportunities for the rest of the world to 
visit this great City.  

The Fountain Signature Bridge will command a sense of place and destination, while paying tribute to the story 
of Miami as a place of many peoples and many cultures coming together as one along Miami’s waterfront.

Aesthetic Lighting

With its dramatic sweeping array of six arches rising from a central origin point, the Fountain Bridge forms a dramatic 
gateway to downtown Miami - literally rising above the roadway to announce your arrival to this magic city. 

As the sun sets and the city takes on its famous nighttime persona, the new bridge will transform into a dramatic and 
kinetic downtown landmark, to blend in and complement the visual array of the impressive skyline.

Color changing LED luminaires mounted along the top and bottom edges of the arches will graze the vertical faces of the 
arch along their entire length, reaching skyward from the central origin point, high over the roadway, and then returning to 
earth and engaging the streetscape along the outer edge of the roadways. 

These LED luminaires will be programmed with the capability to change color in 12” long intervals, allowing for the 
development of kinetic lighting events utilizing the entire length of the arch face. This fine granularity of color will allow the 
lighting to perform smooth color transitions, and create dynamic visual movement along the length of all six arches.

Adding to this dynamic experience will be the lighting of the hanger cables within the arches. In order to visually activate 
the volume of space within each arch, the outward facing hanger cables will be equipped with direct view LED luminaires 
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spaced two feet apart along the entire length of each cable. These luminaires will have the effect of turning the volume 
of space within the arch into a field of interconnected, dynamic pixels. These pixels will allow for the creation of dynamic 
lighting effects that play across the plane of the hanger cables. Utilizing color, motion, white light and shadow, the cable 
array lighting will create an illuminated visual plane across the cable array. 

Driving this dynamic assembly of luminaires will be a state of the art control system that allows accessibility to the system 
from any location with an internet connection.  This system will allow a never ending array of lighting scenes and events 
that recognize community events, national holidays, and world events.  With the ability to address each luminaire on the 
bridge, the control system allows development of lighting events that incorporate dynamic motion across the arches and 
cables, as well static scenes in both white light and an array of colors. 

When viewed together as a complete composition, the arch lighting and cable lighting will create a stunning visual array 
that will provide the Miami skyline with a diverse and inspiring collection of both white light and color changing light show 
options that will assure the bridge becomes a renowned night-time landmark.

Compliance with Objectives and Requirements of the RFP:

The Fountain Bridge is a unique signature structure that meets the requirements of the RFP by carrying both I-395 
eastbound and westbound, spanning over Biscayne Boulevard. All of the bridge elements are structural. The Fountain 
Bridge will meet all the requirements outlined in the Project Aesthetics Manual (RFP Attachment A-18).  In addition the 
Fountain Bridge exceeds the requirements of the RFP in the following ways:

RFP Page Objective / Requirement AW/dMG Exceeds Requirements
74, 145 Minimum bridge apex shall be above El. 245 ft. Exceeds requirement by 85’ (35%) – the apex elevation 

of the highest element is El. 330 ft. This larger structure 
enhances the visual footprint and degree to which it can 
be seen from the surrounding area.

145 Minimum height of highest cable attachment to
pylon/arch is 190 ft. or arch is El. 236 ft.

Exceeds arch requirement by 80’ (34%) – the highest 
attached cable is at El 316 ft.

146 • For cable stayed bridge options, the Sig-
nature Bridge shall consist of no more than 
three spans with a total length of 650-ft.

• Two suspended spans with a total sus-
pended length (clear distance measured 
between the first and last suspender along 
center line of deck) not less than 500-ft. 
The longitudinal framing elements for all 
spans shall be consistent throughout.

• Exceeds the total length requirement by 374’-8” 
(58%). The total length of the bridge is 1,024’-8” and 
consists of two spans.  

• The suspended clear distance from the beginning of 
Span 1 to the end of Span 2 is 936’ and exceeds the 
length requirement by 436’ (87%).  Longitudinal fram-
ing is consistent throughout in the form of a closed, 
multi-cell, trapezoidal concrete box girder.

145 The Signature Bridge deck shall be cast-in- 
place concrete deck with a minimum 8 ½” thick 
deck

The proposed cross-section is a cast-in-place, multi-cell
trapezoidal box girder with a top slab thickness of 10”.

34, 145 75-Year Service Life Exceeds the requirement by 25 years (33%) to provide a 
100-Year Service Life.

The Fountain Bridge incorporates the Archer Western - de Moya Joint Venture ATC 1, which creates additional space in 
the median to accommodate the large Central Arch Column that is the centerpiece of the structure, as well as either ATC 2 
or ATC 3, which revise/ eliminate the Ramp D2 movement to avoid conflicts with the bases.

The plans included with this submittal contain the details for the transition span between the west end of the Signature 
Bridge and the approach Segmental Bridge.  The Signature Bridge section consists of a single, fully enclosed trapezoidal 
box. The Segmental Approach Bridge consists of multiple box sections without a continuous soffit.  In order to provide a 
smooth appearance, the transition is designed to occur over the entire 225’ length of the span.  The exterior face of the 
Signature Bridge box will transition to the more vertical approach box face so that at the pier, there is no offset and it
appears seamless.  
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